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The ease with which a person can
drown was starkly depicted yeaterdav afternoon on a beautiful runny
day a Kentucky Lake State Park
---A young fellow. la or 14, lumped in
the water, swam out in the center
of the swimming area. got the
cramps in one kg, floundered and
went under.
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Miss Beth Blankenship

Only the strarp eyes of the ate
guards. who saw something of panic
le his throttle* ohne. saved I*
life.
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Beth Blankenship
Will Be Member Of
Stars Cast Again

Two Held In
Nashville
For Theft

John Mack Carter
Has Luncheon With
President Johnson

Murrey City Police was notified
f3aturday that two Negroes from
Murray tad been apprehended in
Nashville trying to sell several articles The articles were determined
to be those stolen from the Calloway County Soil Improvement Aeiodation on Friday.
James Stubblefield and Robert
Lee Foster of Murray are being held
In Nashville for Calloway County
authonties They will waive extradition and Sheriff Windrow Ftiokman will pick them up tomorrow.
Ricionan's office said that credit
should go to Natheile City Detective Hancock and his parther for
working overtime on the case to apprehend the two.
Included in the list of articles
stolen from the Co-op store were
two 20' window fans, a theton saw,
t. pocket watch, ix to eight botcher
knives, six volt lantern, and six to
eight dollars taken from a coke nal-

The June Leslie of Woman's Day
maganne carries a picture
J
Slack end the editens of
other magentas with President Lyndon B. Johnson in the What. Houseo

conferred!
Honors centinue to
on John Mack Carter editor of
Good Housekeening magazine.

The editors of the natioral meganoes had luncheon with the pressdent and were given an interview.
Eileen Tighe. editor of Woman's
Day. carried a long article on the
informal meeting with the president.
Mrs Edward P. Lawrence of Neptune, New Jersey, the former Mina
matte* McDougal. sent a copy of
the megazine to the Ledger and
Tenies,

Breathitt Relieves Him As
Head Development Commission

No Plant, Says
TVA Planned
For Benton

-- A Tennessee
BENTON, Ky,
Valley Authority official has intot med Marshall County officals
that TVA has no Munediate plans
for a huge steam generating plant
in the county in the immediate future,
Paul Evans. TVA director ot information at Knoxville. Tenn., said
during the weekend that reports of
a !lc A generating plant in the Staid
Creek embayment of Kentucky Lake
"had been overstated,"
Reports have circulated that TVA
planned to build a steam electric
plant at Paradise. Ky.:* and might
eventually be operated by molter
e newt'
Evans said that Hickory Point at
Sledd Creek "is bay one of several
sites cinder consiciereticare for it
new pant,
"Ws have no plans for a nee
steam plant in the immediate future - I mean in the next year or
two." Evans said
The report of the aeon plant
temect nas figured in disc:retain
of a proposed planning and zoning
commission for Marshall
County
which proponents say could lead 00
a whole new miduartal complex in
the northern section of the county.
- —

Le Gov, Harry nee Waterneld

Foursomes For Oaks
Golf Club Ladies
Day Announced

By CAROLE MARTIN
FR.ANICFOIOT, Ky
Lt Gov
Harry Lee Westerfield planned to
comment today on his removal as
chairman of the state Economic Development Coninussion.
Gov, Edward T Breathitt accepted Sunday Waterfield's "resignation" as EDC chairman, the first
open breach in last year's political
nianiage of oneentence.
'Your attack upoo me and my
together with your perfriends
sistent lack of cooperation in OUT
economic development program bee
compelled me to make a very dietcult decision." Breathitt said in a
letter to Waterfien
-Laze week you publicly offered
to me your reeignetion as chairman of the Economic Deveiopment
Comment:ion This is my acceptance
of your resignation," the governor
said
Waterfield's only muneciene comment was. 'Be firer me on Sunday,
I'll comment on Monday "
Feelews Neyspaper Report
The hater was written after a
nerapaper interview with Waterwas published &UMW' irons-

Junior Golf Medal
Play To Be Tuesday

Fiftieth Wedding
Anniversary Noted

Handicap Feature
Of Ladies Day Golf
_

Biggest Decade Of Expansion In State High
Schools On All Educational Fronts Is Reported

eel

Rev. W. Q. Scruggs
To Move To Paris

thts mi.,"

—
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Eng. Don Mills, Bretuthitt's preen serretary. said the letter was delivered
to Watefield on Sunday aftern000
at the Old Governor's Mansion.
In the interview Waterfleld referred to several members of former Goo Bert Combs' ataff who were
retained by Breathitt as "hatchet
men," and mid, "I'd imagine they
are doing to me what political initince tells them Cants would be
dome were he. In fact, a gubernatorial cancbdate in 1968."
Watterfield, who twice had lost
the norninauon for governor himself, sod, "I expect I will," when
eked if he would run for governor
in the 1967 primary
Breathitt, who had the full suppote of the Combs' ailministratron.
and Vt'aterfield. who had been. former Gov A. B Chandler's runningmake in the 1903 primary deoLion,
united after Chandiere defeat for
the general election csunpugn,
Governor Criticizes Paidee
The governor, in his letter on
Sunday, accused Waterteld ot telIrsing the EDC post for unmoral
eszeltical purposes ''
Waterfield and state Comm/atone of Orminerce Katherine Peden
had ollaahed kat Tueaday over his
intention of httnng certain people
for the EEC staff. Breathitt atto resolve the Inference
by saying, couid hire whomever he
pleased. but he added that he felt
he tad reservation.s atout Waterfield's chokes
You have announced your unalterable Intention to spend the can?atom's money for the employment
of three indielailes whose grimier/
duty lit win be to act as your political aides." Breathitt wrote Sunday
-The proper piece for such a personal and political staff Is not in
the Economic Development Cummission. which must be tarot free
horn political entanglements and
political wrangling. but in your own
office." the Intel continued
Breathitt Cites "Attack"
Breathitt added that he did not
see how it would be posible for
Water/held and him to wort together
for econotnic development 'oaten
you have publtety attacked rne and
my closest personal and political
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Quotes From The News

2% -

By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
BLI-NA PARK, -Calif. - Harry Van Bouchaute, looking
back on- his ordeal of spending 19 hours swimming in
the
Gulf of California to seek aid for three fishing compani
ons:
"I know who I have to thank for being here . . . and
in
my own way Ell thank him."
CHICAGO - Richard Nixon. expressing his opinion on
what it will mean if Sen. Barry Goldwater
wins the Republican presidential nomination:
-If the convention selects Goldwater. then his views will
become the mainstream of Republican thinking."
ST. AUGUSTINE, Fla. - A restaurant owner replying to
businessmen who said they would boycott his place if he
served Negroes:
"You already do business with Negroes. You sell them
cars-and insurance and clothing, but you tell me
if I serve
them food you will desert me."

ALL CIVILIAN
WORKERS
s..a.ra
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-The Outstanding Clete Asset et a Community is the
Integrity of its Newspaper
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A PICTURE of unemployment Is given by this chart series
from the National Industrial Conference Board.
Teenagers
comprise the largest segment of the jobless. Only 8
of the labor force are teenagers, but they add up per cent
to 24 per
cent of the unemployed. Last April employment hit a record
70.6 million, with 4 million unemployed

Taxation By
Court Decree
Reality

I

Records In
Experiment

141ORKERS

I

Lorna Setting
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Hospital Report

Census--Aekilt
53
genstas-Nlinsery
3
Patients Adrintted
1
Patients Dismissed
0
New Oitizeits
0
Patients Admitted From WednesBy GAYLORD P. GODWIN
day 815 a. ne to Friday 8:31 a. m.
United Presto International
Mrs Lewis Warner, Rt. 1, HardWASHLNOTON eies
The Agfa. in, Mrs. Aiviu K. Hale. Rt, 1. Dexcultural Reeearch Service ARS is ter, Mrs. Clell Pennon, 901
No,
conducting a milk production ex- Int. Mrs. Aloe B, Hughes. 502 So.
pertinent with a remarkable Hol- 9th; Mint Norm Youngbiood,
206
stein cow, Her laune ciLOITIa.
Rub Papier; Mrs. Gaylord Thomas
Lone is a verbs/tee "milk fac- carcuthera and baby boy, 606 Poptory." Her caloric output hi milk lar; Charlie Welk, 504
Vine; Mn.
per day is considerabla bailer
than Jerry Wallace. 1614 Went Olive:
her daily calorie intake in food.
Mrs. Swat McNabb, Rt. 3: Min.
APE mad other high-producing Lila Dora Cape, Rt. 1, Denies;
idiot.
cows have equaled this record of Bill Geeslin, 1669 Ryan; C. R. OMpnicluction efficiency, but never un- ningharn, Rt. 2, Mins ("arms
Lee
der the amdesone imposed on Lor- Miller, Rt. 1.
ne by the weentists
Patients Dbinaseed Ft-ern WednesLorne is sealed in a plastic cham- day II:15 a n, to ,Friday 8:31 a. in.
ber whore measurements are made
Mrs, Ectrui Doneinon, Rt. 3; Mrs.
of the food, water, and am she con- Robert Fick, 711 Make Gary Edsumes, and of milk and waste pro- wards, Rt. 1. Benton; James Barduets she pp:Cures,
rett, 7015 Darmstesd, Evaresvilk.
ASS said that uncle: these con- Ind.; Masts Leolie C. Brady, 1004
dittons, in the energy-meitabolism lime; William A. Deism, Rt. 1,
laboratory at the Beltsville Resear.h Lardin; Mm. Dean Dix and baby
Center. Lorna produced 35.000 cal- boy. Rt. 1, Akno: Robert T. Tayof milk a .ay it an intake co ar, Rt, 1: Mrs. Evelyn Bynum, 312
..o. 601: Mrs. Jewell BOMIrd,
Zi 000 calories id eo unatrO
Rt. 3:
enty of food.
Wiihe Turpen, Rt. 1, Pumas'''. Tenn;
Dena had or, live-day average Rubor Ablubray. 208 So. leth; H. M.
of 89 pounds of 5.6 per cent-buoter- Miller, Raid: Venema Hendon. 228
So. 15th.; M.rs. Eva Wyatt, Fit, 1,
fat milk per day. ARE said this
equal to about 120 mem* of stand- Anna Reggie Elba Rt. 3: Mrs,
ardized 4 per cent milk. or 54 quarts Sarah Parr, at 2; Mrs. Carmon
retring the next three rho-day per- Butler. Rt, 2: Mrs. Leon Smith. Rt,
agis, she averaged 110. 116, and 105 4: Mrs. Lewis Warner. at 1 Herdpottraa of 4 per cent fat-corrected
Mrs. Sarmiel Bowling 40'7 No
6th; and baby boy Bowling: Mrs,
milk per dray
ARS said Lorria obriou_siv would Charles Miller, Rt. 3: and baby girl
be a money maker in any dairy- Mlikr, Rt. 1.
nran's herd. But to Dr. Waken
Platt and other scientists at the
kitooratosy, Lorna a an efficient
milk factory riving them a chime
to find cart how a hail producer
wed her feed, and a be ae stored
enency in her bode, to produce milt.
ARE mid the knowledge gained
from the experiment nmy lead to
dramatic improvements in dsdrY
breoctang, feeding and ormleglen
ent.
By SIRS, JEAN BLANKENsHIP
One hundred seventy two Woke
valued at $702.57 were &Severed tio
die Murray -Calaway Cutlet): Library by the Purchase Regianid
Steraff durtnir the month of .May.
These boons were selected, promsseri and shipped from the Department of Liteuries. along with books
for the other four oounties which
main tip the Purchsee Region;
Onnes, Hickman Lyon. and Meethe was a service of
the Chunnonwealth of Kemeny
The was no Ghana to OtillowsiT
°aunty.'The books are now available
to the public, Mtier on the bookmobile or at the library stueb islocated at 145 North 6th Street.
Many estegaritts in the 'mid of
publishing ere represented in this
hammy All ages and latareets may
be ratigied Some of those likely to
appeal are the new teographies Barry Goidwater. portratt of an Arimaim by MoDoe ell. Stotipherd of
Pour Dan The Torch a Pained. and
A Dry in the Life of President Ken
nedy by Jen Dinhop. New books otti
aria and crises, antiques. sports. eti-'
quette. careers and opportunities,
all are included The Wiest fiction.
thraiers suah as The Spy Who Came
In From the Cold Carry'. and Von
Ryan's Express, Westheinter, novels
Keepers of the House. orau. wind
UNEXPECTED - Ben. Clair
Prom the Candthas. Wilder. and
Engle. D-Callf., arrives at the
Brigtanne
s Jenkins the lat seems
wheelchai
Capitol to a
r to
enclisue. There are many new books
cast his vote for cloture on
far children and adolescents senior
the civil rights bill. Engle•
hirers and Wudents
presence was unexpected. He
ird'ormation. education, or
has had two brats operations.
enviers-re-or exit toot. peen,- literary

I

Americo:is to live according to a
stngle
The Court's precedent could cause
the gravest kind of trouble and the
• BOSTON - George C. Lodge, son of U.S. Arnb-,s,ador
to
spread of compulsion. Suppose, for
Viet Nam Henry Cabot Lodge, discussing reports his father
example, that voters of one state
wiU resign the diplomatic pent to campaign actively
for the
set up a Mate-supported system of
Repubncan presidential nominatton:
berth control clinics. Under the
spoke to my father 10 days ago and he made no menSupreme Court's ruling in the Prince
tion of such a move"
Edward case, it foilows that dee
court might cell decree that the
By THERILAN SENSING
other states would have to provide
Executive Vice President
equal °Miami facilities. remedies' of
sentissen slates indastrial Council the wishes
of the population. Thlel
The Master State came closer to the court
might find itself in the
LEDGE/it
TIMES FILE
realization in the US in Late May pcsition
of impotent a birth contriel
when the US Supreme Court ruled chine
syetem on a state or count',
Harley U. Salter, age 40, of Detroit, Mich, died Sunday.
that the board of supereisurs of levying
taxes for its support. though
Funerai services will be held at West Fork Baptist
Church Prince Edward County. Va, must the
people regarded such a clinical
Wednesday.
levy taxes to operate a public school system
as a newel evil, precisely
County Judge Wayion Rayburn reported this morning system in that counts
though this' as the Prince Edward citizenry
rethat several arrests had been made by county officials
over ts column to the expressed wishesl gard forced emaciation a.s a moral
the past.weekend.
of the people of that county
and stociol evil
Funeral services for Reed Outland of Tacumseh,
All this points to the fact that
Mich., Now one may disairree as to the
formerly of this county, will be held Wednesday at
the Sink- watiorn of Prince Edward's handling once courts have exceeded then
ing Springs Baptist Church
of its race relation& problem One rtschtful benridaries and become enliven' ei coercion of free men, they
Jennifer is the name clussen hy Mr. and Mrs.
Tommye D. may believe that it is unpureable have
started down the road to tyranTaylor. i0o9 Payne Street, fur their baggy girl,
:n these days and once for a cornweighing six
muruty to be vrithout publicly - ny and consequerst public resentpOuncla 10 ounces, born at the filesrayt Hospital
Saturday, operated
schoota. teen if an excel- ment The Prince Edward decision
Jline 5
lent system of prome or church. is a reininrier that judicial tyranny
supported schoole is in existence. is rso different than any other form
But that on t a hea4 invoived in Of tepratuucul rule The fact that
the latest. Pruice Edward decision. the men ordenee taxes in Prince
The cauee fur public concern - lidwerd Cuunty sear bloat robes
and a should be national concern and Sit behind a bench in a marble
-is the unprecedented amen by bialding makes them no different
the Supreme Court in decreeing Umin if they were Mate bureaucrats
seined with oligarchical powers
:hit taxes must be levied
Usurping the rights of the legislature
The Leanne of taxes according is the meek of Met/eon:h
ip in any
to elan-thing our constitutions - free society
federal and state - ms LS not the
previewer of the courts Raving monSNEAD'S SWITCH
ey by Meat:Inn ts a kgtakitii e duty,
160T SPRINGS. W Vs tit. not a function of judges A court
iney find that a tax is in some The great Seal Snead turned to golf
manner unconstitutsonat but it cs.n-1 alter breaking his nit* hand in
nut spell uut what other taxes! boxing during hie senior year at Hot
should be levied At leant this was Springs High School.
true for centuries until the Supreme
Court demanded ant the Prince
PATENT
Edward board of superrtsors nit=
raise taxes for a pubik scohol system
L0,119014 IT,
British Army
&a the county
Major Walter C Westfield of NanThe immediate question is will laiwycl Miles patented the game
the court alao say how much MUM of ban oin:iis ureter the Greek
be raised in teem' WIN it specify name of Sphairattke- in
1874
the tax system to be used" If the
board of supervisors reargue. son
POWER PACK FOR SPACE-Rita erezepanek Is examining
an oceeshaeed device that converts nuclear beat directly
the Supreme Court lure its OWU
Ira* electricity without any movab!e. mechanical parts The
Lax coilecture0
ermionic energy converter module" cis deteloped by
Some Meantime; may illearese these
TiaA Electronic Components and Devices in Lancaster. Pa.
question& as pertainirig ()My to one
atineers say the module opens the way to smtems that
Tho War for the Union 1861-65 in Pictures
county that prefers to run counter
may produce hundreds of kilowatts of electricity for •uscomitees elehrtiere in the Corny ;Kayser In specs Or for grace vehicle propularee
against each other for etakes-mometimes
It would not have been surinionwesith of Velem' But a %OM
No. 3913 prising if, sometime during for the horses. Gambling on results was
principle is involved and the I uture
rampint among all ranks.
the winter doldrums of the encamped armies,
of the nation A precedent has been
"I bin horse racesing since I left home
a match race of thoroughbreds had been
I enabluned that could disrupt the
I have lost one hundred dollars an have got
staged under flag of truce over some hide! country conetatutiunat system.
a race to be run next Saturday," A. E.
away coerse, with valuables at stake.
Behind the court $ ruling would
Rentfrow wrote home from Fort Chatbourne.
Horse racing was indulged in an both tildes
appear to be the idea that all
"I have got Dick [his horse[ bet on the race
have been
must
during
there
the
war,
and
Atrwricaza must aye in total conand if I lose him I will loose a heap more
an irrelietible impulse to match a Union
:enmity - that is. If Otte group of
on the day of the race"
epant or distance hoe.* against a ConfedF"
Americans have one orrice. then
That racing for bets was not confined te
erate mount of proven qualitien. Many Coneler) other gram intim have the
camps and off-duty is indicated by a stern
fetter-Ile cavalrymen rode horses which came
mine ervice. Mich a cowrie \Irene&
order issued by a colonel: "If any member
of race track lineage. Their owners raced
Wc Keep A Large Seltction of
.he system of states, which snows,
of the regiment should be caught
PRE-FINISHED WELDVFOOD
.n isie white the existent,. of 50
horse racing while on duty ... the
..ttfknee laboratories for got ernsame will be punished by court marPANELING
ment Within each Mate. state contial or otherwise."
We Have IC
Honk racing was a feature of a
atitutions aline fur esen greater
623 S. 4th Street - You Can't Beat C.F.. Plywood.
St. Patrick's Day celebration ardiversity of practice County X may
ranged by Brig. Gen. Thomas Franchime to have a Devekipment Board,
- - Poen( :53-5712
cis Meseher /pronounced Starr] for
aid County V may decide to have
his "Irish Brigade" (The brigade
a encomium Commiewori 'I hey are
consisted of three New York City
riot forted to hate the same ferillregiments, the 29th.... Mailoachusetts
ties end bye accordine tn the same
and the 116th Petineylvania until
mina 1 he system provides frired.orn
1864. when the latter was transin abundanre It makes life good
ferred out. Each regiment carried
and snakes possible flexibility that
a green flag In addition to the
Is part of the wrength of the ReUnited States flag)
pubitc Indeed the Gona.tuoteon proKINNAIRD
RENTON - ST. LO4 IS
;gips only that each stet have a
reputes-3e form of go' cerement. not
that ,
11.4arrin live in idenueal lash(e-I "The Grand Stand-The Phiset Whet would cork in Wiesoneen
deli," a V4 ft• artist's drawing of a
timed not necemainly loot in Verrace result In camp at Eelinouth.
sty-- 7 5 :I 3737
Boma
Va., on St. Patrick's Day. Note the
Irish flag twith harpi flying beBu• the Supreme ("tort cloth
side the Stars and Stripes.
prefers reir.meritation to freedom.
-T. 14:1 Is
11'. • 1sta - ( EI-"1.!75
r veleta I
attends to i eater e
lastributsd by King Features ElyadicaLe

$702.57 In
New Books Are
Received Here

Ten Years Ago Today

C:NTENEAL SCRAPBOOr

READ THE LEHER'ti 110311'1E0S

Murray Lumber Co., Inc.
OLDEST AND LARGEST LUMBER CO. IN MURRA
Y
104 East Maple St.
Tel. 753-3101

I

,

EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL

Invitation to Bid
The Calloway Counts Board of Education invites
you to bid on insurance for the school transportation vehicles operated in this schuel district.
Bid forms may be secured by calling at the Board
Office. 200 South 6ti1 StreeL Murray, Ky., and returned to the Office by 12 O'cic71: Noun, July 0, 1964

SPECIAL!!
Delicous Pit Bar-Be-Qut..
We have installed a Bar-B-Q Pit!
If you would like a delicious Bar-13-Q
plate or any amount of Bar-B-Q, come
to

Dowdy's Truck Stop
()PEN 24 HOI Itzl A DAV - PHONE 492-:;0i
Located on Iliway 441. 4 Miles South of Murray

•

Featured
Speaker

MLLYIN J. IfISL

N

I

Bucys
Buildin
Supply

THE ZOOLOGICAL THING TO DO when you ship a giraffe is
to build the crate around him, and that's what they're doing
here at Chicago's Brookfield Zoo. Claudia Sir. 21i years
old.
11 being sent to Southwick Animal Farm, Blackstone, Masa,

FINE FINISHES

••••••

AT LAST!

DAILY DIRECT SERVICE
mtlom -

PASCHALL TRLTCK LINES
Interline to Central & Midwestern States

e‘a

EVA NG ELIST
thattanca7a, Tenn.

Josiah Daniell
Song Director

GOSPEL MEETING
VOIr ARE INVITED TO ATTEND
A

June 15 - 21, 1964
At The :tli & POPLAR

CHURCH OF CHRIST
Services

7:30 Each Evening
SERMON TOPICS
NIonflav .... "Jesus Christ, Prophet
, Priest and King"
Tuesdal .........
....
"The Three
Wednesday
"The Church, What Is Is and
For"
Thursday
"The host Book"
Friday'The Cross of Christ"
, ...........
"If There Is A Hell'
Satord.ivSundsa
,"Why Tnrriest Thou"

6

_
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•
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THE LEDGER
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TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Little League
Standings

Hunting Will
Be About Same
As Last Year

Friday night scores
105 0'2-8
Pirates
406 00-7
Giants
Game called after rive innings,
rains. J. Sammons. D. Stalls (Winning pitehera and Young Sprunge,
Kuyekndall ( Loosing pitcher', end
Felts. HR-Felts.

FRANKFORT,
- The
1964-65 hunting seasons generally
will follow along la* year's lines
with beg limits the same as for the
previous year, the state Fish and
Wildlife Resources Commission announced today.
The dear season for gun hunters
will be held in the 48 counties open
Last year and will run Nov. 15-29. A
one-ady season. No-v. 28, has been
set for Ceeen, LaRue, McLean. Monroe, Ohio. Todd. Wayne and Whitley counties which will be evened
the first time tins year..
The archery season in all 48 former counties and the new counties
will run 32 days, from Oct. 15 to
Nov. 15. Bow hunting ,
A-ill be ;remitted in two additional counties Woodford and Andirson.
A three-day fall season for hunting turkey of ea-her sex will be held
in the same counties as last year
plus Owsley County Oct. 30-Nor I.
and a earring season in aluch turkey
gobblers with visible beards may be
killed ui the same area sill run
April 21-25.
The furbearers season-mink, red
fox, teaser, muskrat. raccaon and
'poruni -will open on Nov. 19. The
dosing date will be set at a future
cemmiseion meetirw.
A.4daa training season for raccoon
and 'nesse= will be held Seat. 1
through Oct. 21 and on Jan 18Feb. 28. A shakeout season during
Which 'coons or ascesurn may be taken by dog only will run Oot. 22Nov. 18.
The grouse 6013-00 has been extenet(' by 30 days It opens on Dec.
1 and continues through Feb. 26
with is bag lung ul four alid a pos.:
seanon lima of eight.
„cat of a split
There will be a reseason fez squirrels in use ematern
acne this ye3r.
Eastern dates: Aug 29-Nov. 15
and Dea 1-14 Western date... Aug..
16-Nov. 16. uninterrupted. The bag
Unlit will be eight anti a possession I
limn of 16.
Dose hunting will have a st.,
season It will open Sept 1 and C041tinue through Oct 31. reopen Dec.
1 and contansie througti Dec. 9 pro- I
vidod a 70-day seinton is allowed
Bag &Ma% will be subjeet to federal •

STANDiNGS

•
Pirates
Braves
Tigers
Gaines

MASTER'S DEGREES AT YESHIVA-Sister Bonaventure Krajewski chats with fellow graduate Phyllis Packer at
Yeshiva
University's commencement in Yonkers. N.Y.,, where they
each received their master's degrees. Slater Bonaventure. the
first nun in the universay• 78-year history to receive a
degree, earned a master. In mathematics. Miss Packer's
was a master of science.

hip a giraffe is
it they're doing
e 211 years old.
ickstone, MASI.

W
........ 4
2
I
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Pony League
W
4

Mule
Dodgers
Indians
Orioles
LEADING 111111FERS
Colt League
(through June 4)
Ken. rindgers
Pilule. Indians
Vance. Indians
E:rnstbergzr. Orioles
Pone League
(through June 5)
McDougal, Br-art.,
Giants
;ireen. Braves
F Stale.. Braves

CENTENNIAL SCRAPBOOK

Co., Inc.
0. IN MURRAY

Th. War for the Union 1861-65 in Pictures

753-310

No. 399
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read. When. eventually, pioneer balloonists
dropped quantities of souvenir handbills as
they flew cross-country, the packs of paper
tended to fall In one small area. Both John
Wise and T. S. C. Lowe, the original aeronauts of the Union Army, had employed balloons before the war as means of conuuercial
persuasion.
The invention patented in 1864 was designed to distribute handbills systematically,
like seeds, along the flight course to reach
scattered househelds. It was reckoned that
messages from the air would attract wide
attention.
The contemporary record from
which our illustration was taken
commented, "All kinds of devices
are in use at the present time
for advertising purposes, such as
town criers, shop figures (such
- as barber- poles], window its''7%'- 2111mrsa4r
plays, labels, wrappers, reflecting
'
signs, billboards, sandwichmen,
street banners, magazines, newspapers ... Ile could lutes
tombstones. More than one Widow
used her husband's gravemarker
_
to give notice that she was car- _
rying on the business he left.
-CLARK ILINNAIRD

Broadcasting of advertising
through the air was conceived a century ago. Fuller:ring employment
of balloons by both the Union and Confederate armies for reconnaissance and artillery
fire-control, an inventor obtained a patent on
an air-borne dispenser of printed commercial
announcements. His visualization of it LB
reproduced here ILI.
In earlier times, kites had been flown over
enemy camps with scrolls bearing warnings
and proclamations. Paper was very expensive then; mass printing equipment had not
been devised and, besides, few persons could

invites

transports-

istriet.
at the Hoard

, Ky., and re-

it, July G. 1964
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-Q Pit!
s Bar-B-Q
3-Q, come

Dressing (4-1 from "Growth of
Industrial Art," pub. 1888, by
Bea). Butternorth, then commissioner of patents. The boek (neW
out-of-print and at a liretnIUM111
atriong collectors of Americans)
Illustrates significant and odd
[mentions.

THREE NEW 88s FROM OLDS!

One for the money...two for the show
...all three priced to go!

Stop

L 92-7,011
I of Wurrio

atured

3e4ker

N J. WISE

iftitirgilong, EA*,lond•d *Ms
d
actionl Yet this brilliant n•w full
Olds

1
3
1

L
0
1
2
4
L
1
3
2
4
BELIEVED TYPHOID SOURCE-That slicer in this grocery In
Aberdeen. Scotland, is believed to be the source of the
typhoid epidemic which has laid low nearly 300 persona.
The infection has been traced to canned corned beef from
South America, and it was cut on this Slicer which also %ail
used to cut other meat. That spread the disease.

.500
.500
.428
.375

506.1

NORTH FORK NEWS

-----Mr. and Mrs. Charicl Pisehall
and Charlene. Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins, laeriniv Mike and Kenny
and Mr. and aL-s. Georee Jenkins
had a hamburger nipper Saturdae
night at Charles Paschall's house
for Mr. and Mrs. Orman Paschall
honoring Mrs. Pasvhall on her laribday.
' Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key, Mr. and
American League
Mrs. Oman Paschall, Mr. and Mrs.
W. L. Pct, GB
Glynn Crr, Gaylen H. Murna and Baltimore
34 21 .618 Gan Kemp visited Mrs. Ella Morris Chscago
31 20 606 1
Sandia afternoon.
32 21 604 I
New York
Ekren Skis vaaited Sue and Sa- Minnesota
32 26 .552 3%
rah Pariah Sunday.
27 37 500 6%
Cleveland
Mr and Mn' Va;ll Mason Morris Bosson
29 29 500 6%
and son nom Fa Panrie. Missouri ve
.
lram
it irton
Dtash
35 29 .463 We
and Mr. and Mrs. Simon Morris
26 36 ,4Z11
fon) Dresden. Tenn sietted Mrs. Los Angeles
24 36 .400 12'e
alai Marne Sunday morning.
Kansa., City
20 36 .357 14'3
Mr and Mrs. Flute Seam visited
Sunday's Resales
Tellas Orr's SLITILil;
Baltunua-e :0 Breton 1 1*
Bro. and Mrs Warren Sykes, So- Baltimore 8 Merton 1 and
ram and Mitch were ',Lipper gangs New Yeik 8 Chleseo 3 1st
Of the R D. Key's Monday nit. New York 4 Chicago 3 aid. 10 Inns.
arta is -!ayinit this week and ea- Minileseta 6 Washingten 5 1st
tr-ading the Bible school at North lifinneeata 9 Washingtim 2 and
Fort.
Esirsese City 6 Cleveland 5 lst. 10
Mr and Mrs R D. Kee. Mr and
inemers
Mrs. Vergd Paschall, and M.r. and XatisiA City 3 Cleveland 2 and
Habib and quail wall open ageir I
Mrs. Lawerence PI,Xther visited Detroit 6 Lou Angeles 5 1st
this PUS' OD the titled Thurs.d. ay ii!
Vdie F'..Ccher Sunday afternoon.
November with the termination
Detroit 6 Lou Angeles 4 2nd
Mr. and Mrs Jerry MciNutt and
to be set at a future fleeting of tioTuesday's Games
baby tram Mt:nahis visited B. Kansas Cry at Detroit 2, tea-night, oorrunlasion. following a study to
Valenti St.nday
desennlas the feasebthl', of GumMinnesota at Celevand night
Mrs. Adclphir Harrelson is a pa- L )s Arereles at Waelaington night tog the Itawth of the season.
tio,. PI the Htnrs County Herpes! C luc wo at Bidannore 2 the - night
Ilw beg limit for burintes will be ,
Terry Lee Orr st?ytd last week Poeton a! New York 2. tea -night
eight with a posmeseson limit of 16
with his gitni;irents Mr. and Mn,
after two or more clays of hunting
National League
George Jenkins and attended the
W. L. Pet, GO The hag limit for quail is unchangBible School ikt N.-rth Fort.
gal at 10 with a possession limit of
Philadelphia
32 21 604
Karen Orr :Tent hat *vet with San Pranclaso
at,
32 Zi 589 ,
4
Adolphus Paschall% and Arline Pas- ,Carinnatt
30 25 .646 3
chall's and attended Bible Ectic--al Inteenurah
29 27 818 4'3
HOBBY
St North Fork.
Milwaukee
30 28 517
Rho end Mrs Douai s V Aruba:, Chkaagro
27 500 5a,
LAFAYETTE. La 1M Jay and
visited Bro. and Mrs. Terry Bills St. Louis
33
29 30 483 6 a,
Lionel Hebert. pro golf brothers
Sunday afternoon.
28 30 483 6'3
Les Angeles
who both won the PGA championMrs R. D. Key spent last Monday Houston
27 32 468 8
ship. specialize in creole (coking as
with Mrs. Warren Bytes.
New York
19 40 322 16
their hobby.
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Gallimare
Sunday's Results
ami Gen Kemp were dinner etre*/ Philadelphia 9 New York 5 lst
of Mr and Mrs, Csaylon Morris and Philadelphia 4 New York 2 id
IPTILST ACROSS
Garton FL Morris last Sunday.
Chimp, 5 Pittsburgh 2 lat
Pittsburgh at Ohicago 2nd, pastDOVER. Dig. CPT - Cafe Mapurist rain.
thew Webb of Great Britain was the
BT'SY BOXER
Milwaukee 5 Ler Angrier' 1 Int
first person to swim the Faureeti
CHICAGO fn. - In 1912. Johnny
Milwaukee 5 Lou Angeles 1 hid.
Channel. hi 1875.
Cealon defeindel his weirld heavyElan Pranciero 8 Cincinnati 2
weight boxing champion:hip in 20Houston 4 et. Louts 1 night,
,NICKNAMES
round bouts twiee within a space Of
Tuesday's Games
teo weelcs.
Cincinnati at San Pram-tem night.
COLUMBUS, Ohio lers - Jaak
Pinkulelphia at Chemen
Moldier. Nee Starters and PGA
Maw:slater at Lou Angeleis night.
champion, is knoval to has pro golf
St. Louts at Houston night.
rivals as "Baby Beef" and -Ohio
New Tort at Partstatrgh nada&
Pats "

.500

I

ittAll THE LEDGER'
CLASSIFIED ADS

use

Is lower priced *an 30 modisls with low-price
names! Now available with o r•gulor•gas ic-41

NG LEA ST

-0'1aa, Tenn.

1

Darnell

Director
WE'LL BANISH

DYNAMIC
88
version of Oldsmobiles all.tins• popularity
leader. Stylish, comfortable, •asy handling!
And powered by a responsive big Rocket v•8I

PING

/4411d11116Z%%he

a

1ST

.st and King"
ee Religious"
S Is and For"
e Lost Rook"
oss of Christ"
ere Is A Hell'

irriest Thou"

THEM FOR GOOD
Is the persistent presence
of silverfish getting you
down? We'll get them out
of your }muse or apartment to STAY out I
GET OUR FREE

BB If you wont a car In the
no•diuse-pric• class, but want to look lik•
you've gone all out on 'usury Super 88 is for
youl And its 330-h•p. Rocket
Is tfandOrd

filllif

1I1 TOPE LOCAL 0016011211116,353106111 QUALM KALB

ESTI MATE

We

exterminate pest. of

all kinds at low cost

IS1

11E119011.01115 FOR Rant DIRT LTAlffif, IONS U. rows U. RUYAN% IUSTAll U.fa

SANDERS-PURDOM MOTOR SALES

KELLEY'S PEST
CONTROL

1406 West Main Street

Al

THE WORLD'S

FAIR

Murray, Ky.
fir9 753-3315
VISIT THE OLDS EXHIBIT AT THE GENERAL MOTORS jea‘rellet.

Phone 753-3914

Answer to Yesterday'. Puts

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
Detested
6--Lanc•
11-R•fund
12-Stuffed with
Pork
incay In
Russia
16•DIn
17-Symbol for
gold
18-Danish land
division
19-Walks across
Nyff
20-Peer °vire
mother
21. Note of scale
22 Bristles
23-Conspiracy
24- Guided
26-Aches
27-Alight
22 Son of Adam
29- Pretends
31 -Join
34-Indefinite
number
35-Drinks
heavily
36- Three-toed
sloth
37-Conjunction
38- Grasps
39-Cloth
Mira su rs
40-Lord (abbr.)
41 -Old
womanish
42- Heraldia
bearing
43-Deadly
41 -Sprinter
47.Long,
drawn-out
speech
4$1•13•ef animal
DOWN
1.Recluse
2-Incite
3-Nindsa
cymbal,
4-Latin
ton junctiorl
6-Signified
II-Skid
7.Fres ticket

II- Before
9-Paid notice
10-Causo
11. Wander.
13.Pietas for
two
performers
18-Toward the
mouth
19- Flowerless
plants
PO- Plac• In iino
22- Disr•putabl•
23. Aches
25-African
•nt•Icip•
26• Sheets of
glass
21 -Pennies
(collets.)
29-Tiny
30-Passed by
hind
$1 Spiral
12-Visitor
a1

1/1 3

MEMO ONO OMB
OCNA BOO ONON
DON MOON NOM
061 MOOD MO Od
MfgNOP O1000
011400P BOO OMB
UNIOM SOO NOUO
ARM PRO 1503110
ORNM NORO
00
MOO MA
OMO OSIDOO GO1/
000913800OMNON
OMB OMB OUNA
IN

83- Masonic
36- Quaver
38-Eat away
39 • Sea eagle
41 • Eisclarn•tIon

au 89

4 illflil

11

10 rA

0:$ 12
Mt.*

14

44
.
13

479:
aeaa 22
l:30g,

13

16

:titi:
:,.,......)9

to
2i

42- Numbier
44-Initials of
26th
Pr•sid•nt
48- Cluido's low
not•

IIII

il

Os

I
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GET MORE EAT IN THE MEAT!!

Bacon Sale
ALL GOOD
SLICED

6

Box
1-Lb. Box

Box
39e

Ground Beef
LESSER

3-Lb. Pkg.

QUANTITIES

GE

lb.

n35

40

Super Right Semi-Boneless

aliIii

43

44

.ali 47
lair,

iii

Whole or

HAMS

69

Half

lb

HOT HOUSE

TOMATOES

Ib

WATERMELONS -

each

39c
88c

CALIF. SWEET BING

CHERRIES

lb

JANE

39c

PARKER

Variety Bread Sale !
2 3
YOUR

CHOICE

LOAVE',

PLAIN or SEEDED RYE - SALT-RISING POPPY SEED or PLAIN VIENNA

JANE PARKER .11.1. BUTTER

11000LATE BROU MES
/SAVE

49c
Special Cheese Sale !
lb.4W
20e /

MILD CHEDDAR
MUENSTER
FRESH BRICK
MEL-0-BIT SLICED
AMER. or PIMENTO

YOUR CHOICE

(SAVE lee)

('oldstream

I -lb.

SALMON
/19.
._11.:3.nls4
JUICE
69c
ASPARAGUS _ _2 49`
LLNCH
_ 9
TOMATOES I(Zave
4(ans z19c
KORN KURLS Adams 61-.. pkg. 29
GRAPE JELLY Apt: _ 2 49
APPLE SAUCE.1_'_`: _ 3 Cans 49c
Pink

can

14-or.
Cans

12-oz. Si

Cans

1 lb

9r)

Jab.
r
-L

Mil

grihi

ii
liii

;39
V..'
VA
42iii
till 45 46
.
*:-.1.
:
yre 48
V.:.
siMF
::::...
by United Fesiar, Syndicate, Inc. /3

gig

39

lb

More

-13e

M.
"

l'al3RRU%:::.•:
11. -rigs.
20 6
fal 31
32 ii
34

ril 38

Fancy ThiniSliced lb. I9c

Super Right Freshly

SUNNYFIELD

23iiiiiaii
WE27
N.211

37

SUPER RIGHT
THICK SLICED
-Lb.

GRADE 'AA' BUTTER
93

\Score)

1-Lb.
Ctn. IUP

Prices In This Ad Effective thru Wed. June 18

1
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Dear Abby . . .

They r"e Tip/op

A 'Leading' Question!

Top Off A Dinner Or A Luncheon Menu
With A Recipe Starring Asparagus
Vy JOAN
ANT to up your image at
a hostess? Serve amperegust
It is, according to a surrey
Made by Rutgers University/
at the behest of the New
Jersey Asparagus Industry
Courwil. a status symbol. As
such, it's frequently served "to
Impress company because It
adds a touch of elegance to
dining".

W

Abigail Van Buren
%.„

As an added amen sent
Sauce it only addle up to about
30 calortee per serving of 6
spears. It's hard to believe
anything as good as asparagus
Lsn't fattening but. happily, It
Lsn'L

Agitate gently for 3 IttirMtes.
Rinse in cold water; lot soak
10 minutes.
Retrigerate It
Store in refrigerator
wrapped in plastic bag or
damp cloth until ready to use.
Cook in boiling salted water
Now's lite TIme
With the New Jersey Crop in covered pot for 10-15 minat its peak this month, now's utes.
Asparagus
wonderful
b
the Ume to add asparagus to
plain or fancy. For something
the menu.
Another Reason
To preserve its delicate fla- special, try today. recipes.
This may be, but we serve vor, wash and store it proper- BUTTERFLY ASPARAOUS
asparagus for another rell.300. brSALAD
Nothing, but nothing, can
Here's now:
2 env, unnavored gelatine
beat its fresher-than-springTrim I inch from butt end.
c. water
time flavor.
Wash In hot (110') water.
1 (5 oz 1 can boned
chicken
1 c. (% bunch) cooked
asparagus cuts and Ups
c. chopped celery
2 tbsp. minced onion
1 tbsp. Worcestershire
sauce
1 tbsp. lemon juice
1 tsp. prepared mustard
% tsp. prepared
horse-radish
1(10 ort) can condensed
tomato soup, undiluted
1 c. mayonnaise
10 cooked asparagus
spears
4 stuffed olives
2 thin celery strips with
leaves
Mayonnaise (additional)
Soften gelatine in water;
Combine with next 10 ingredients.
Pour into 3-in, round layer
cake pan. Chill until firm.
Unmold; cut in half.
HEARTY WESTERN Asparagus Pie combines vegetables,
Arrange on yenning platter
bacon and eggs with Cream of oinery soup for a dinner
with halves back to back.

ash,

}MESH ASPARAGUS from the current New Jersey crop is used as garnish
and loveClient for a beautiful Butterfly Salai that would serve handsomely for a ladies' luncheon.
about 1% in. apart, with
cuts and tips
straigtt sides facing outward.
c. canned corn
c. chopped sweet
Place 3 or 4 large asparagus
peppers
spears in center between circ. chopped onion
cular halves to make butter2 hard-cooked egg
fly's body; add 2 olives for
chopped
ayes and celery strips as feel1 (10 oz.) can con
ers. Pipe mayonnaise border
cream of celery soup
around wings with cake decoAdditional salt to taste
rating tube. Garnish each
wing with remaining spears of
Pry bacon until crisp. Reasparagus tuad eked olive.
serve drippings. Crumble baServes &
con and set aside.
WESTERN ASPARAGUS FIE
Sift together flour and salt
into large mixing bowl. Add
% lb. bacon
% c. bacon drippings. Mix
2 c. sifted flour'
only until all dry particles are
ni tsp salt
moistened.
c. cold milk
2 c. (1 bunch) asparagUs •- Use tablespoon to sprinkle

You Can Get An Old
Barracks, Keepsake

Social Calendar

at 8 00 am at the Triangle /rm.
Nes officers will be installed. For
reservations call Mrs. Lester Nanny
753-Z68 or Mrs. Dlivid Henry 753WEK75 of the Pt?* Methodist Church =39 by Saturday
• •
sill have a lundseon at the Woman's
Club House at 12 nocei
Wedneadar. Jane 17th
• • •
The Mammary Monitory of the
Murray AssemblY No 19 Order North Pleasant Grove
Gaunberland
of the Rainticer for Girls will hold
prefibetenan Church will meet at
sa regular meeting at the MAIIPOCYC the enamel
at I pm.
Hall at 7 pm
• • •
• • •

•

The Wlal of the 34emonal BapThe Woman's tEnnorary Society
of the First Baptle Church will tist Chun h will meet at the church
Wamen's Aasociation of College hakl as general program meeting at 7 30 pm.
• • •
Prethiessersen Church will meet at at the church at 9 30 am. with
the home of Mrs. Paul Lynn at I Carle IV
in charge
Tilearsday. June leak
pm
• • •
The South Murray Homemakers
• • •
10 am for an all clay meetang and
The Christian Women's Fellowship
sack lunch. The meeting was poetTeasillay. Jame Iftb
of the First Christian Churdi will
tenth Doran C- ,e of the MGM at the church at 6 30 p.m. paned due to the net of rnaterals
for the lesion an basket weaning.
for the insteEetson of at Leers
• • •
• • •

MURRAY LOAN CO.
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
:110, W

Main Street

Phone 7.13-2621

The Lydian Sunday School Clam
The Business and Professional
MB meet at the hcane of Mrs R L. Women's Club wall have breakfast
Ward on Ern Street at -even o'clock. at the Inornan's Oksb House at 7
• • •
pun New members sill be honored
The American Ugrian Auxiliary and new officers will be metalled.
will have a special breakfast meeting
•

NE

HOUR

•

•

SERVIC

SPECIAL CLEANING OFFER!

I

•

. four.
She recently completed a 0o-starring no* in -The New
nailie. Inger worked in the
during a vacation from "Farmer's
Daughter."
.1 had four wen= off to do 'Interra,' " the seed. -And I did it to
*IOW that I own play sortie other
character then 'Katy Holetrum' in
the series I don't want to get typed,
Plana Radial Show
-Thin rammer
do • special
televLsion show on 9weden. It will
be a challenge to present that I
ape to hare proultnent Swedes on
Um show.

integre'
nsc.se

•

Problems? Write to ABBY. Box
60700, Las, Angeles. Cahn 90069. For
a personal reply. enclose a stamped.
self -Addretzerd envelope.
• • •
Hate to write letters? Send one
dollar to ABBY, Box 89700. Lois
Angeles, Calif., 90069, for Abby's
booklet, "HOW TO WRITE LETTERS POR ALL OCCASIONS."
•

Ii

P, GLAMOROUS GRANDMA —
Singer Mary Martin hovers
over her latest grandchild, '
Timothy Halliday Weir, at
Lenox Hill Hospital In New
York. Mother la Mrs. Heller
Weir. Baby Tim is her third
grandchild. it lb., 3%

r Noose uncut to toe, without oblnotioe, Wonsan*
a (application for Noe Cross and Oka Sliedd.,
""-- 41141-1
1
'• %AirMIPW5*!OA*4441-47
9
411,111k,
mum,

ONE

HOUR

SERVICE

•

ADM'S{

PAPA B)RfAU MEMBERS — SEE YOUR PAM SURIAU AGHiff

GIVE THIS ONE TO A
RELATIVE OR FRIEND

INPFItATThtf
DAY OR NIGHT

••

753-6363
CoorrIlY

•

V

r

BLUE CROSS-111,1 E SHIELD
3101 Bardstown Reed
Louisville, Kentucky 40203

PEOPLES BANI

Ploosif mail

MUHL- 12

to eastithout obligation, inforrnofion end
Bt.. Cross and Blue Shield.,

on application for

of
Murray, Kentucky

SWEATERS-SKIRTS
(Plain) — —

PANTS

MOO

31AT

FARM BUREAU MENISERS — SEE YOUR FARM BUREAU AG.
41•01.4.
-111,00 4•
,

saa

This completed coupon promptly mailed, will secure information
many families need today With Blue Cross and Blue Shield,
you budget in advance for
hospital and suriecol
bills one out of three families has each year. When illness
strikes, members hove sound protection, paid in advance.

unexpected

49c

and Carry or Delivered
This special price applies on these items Monday, Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday.

B.

dependents of deceased members, and children reach-

Eligible
ing age 19

before 19, may continue membership
of protection by transferring to their own
Individual or Family Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plan. saeolle
or marrying

without interruption

taxis

* ALL WORK GUARANTEED *
• Never An Extra Charge
For One Hour Service •

East Side of The Sloan,

•

BLUE CROSS-BLL'E WIELD'
3101 Bardstown Rood
10'''-'"%ad
MUHL-12
Louisville, Kentucky 40205

TIME and

Enjoy Keeping Your Wardrobe In Tip
Top Shape at These Low Prices!!

$2.98
$3.98 °

ONE HOUR
MARTINIZING

ass.

ADORM

Offer Good Monday, June 15th, thru
Thursday, June 18th

I PI

• •

•

OTT

ANY 6 PCS.
'x ANY 8 PCS.

• •

YOU USE THIS ONE V

FOR CORItt-CT

OW

•

DEAR ABBY: My problem Is an
adorable boy. Oh, he's not that cute,
but heck, neither am I. He's 19 and
I sin 13. The (say one. who know
how I feel about him are my two
teat girl friends They say I should
give up and forizet ham because he
is too old for me. but I have tiled
mid I can't. I have feet this way
about him since I um nine and a
half. I can't see where six years is
such a big difference. My mother is
33 and my father is 39. Do you
think there is any hope?
GREENVILLE
DEAR GREENVILLE: Not at 13!

By JOelEPII FINNIGAN
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD le — (Si. year
ago nave teiension fans were hardly aware of Inger Stevens. She was
an actress in movies which had not
seed enough to run on the late
show.
Well go to the opera and atso
Today Mee Stevens is one of
television's man popular actresses, Mitt places hi Sweden "Mere I
starring as the Swedish houneteep- grew up.
er in "Farmer's Daughter "
"It's not going to be nist a travel-.
Television's luocrw-itanks thought
ague We
get away from that
the aeries would case• fleeting **- by
haring people on the silo* who
don on ABC-AV's fall schedule last
have menething to say."
yeer arid quickly disappear
It
didn't.
ides Storene—a young lady who
-Nobody thouert r would last once despaired of her osn personal
more then eight %relent raid Seel futurea-reduses to become totally mStevens during luninheon In her volved in her professional life Such
dressing roam suite at Columbla dedication to a film career has ruinAudio where the series is filmed ed some of Illidlywooda arsee
actreases.
Opened Badly
-We opened badly with a twopart ahow when we should not
have started with And our retinas
were quite 'kis at the bethruung at
the (mem But the show 1111A built,
ratuwwise Ando although I don't
WSnt to be part of the runnbers
racket you can't help It"
The ithown prat/veers have asked Mom Stevens to extend the
term of her contract an inclination
they expert the ghee and its star
to be around • while U she accepts
the offer Inger* contract will have
Mx more years to run Instead of

Vill251111111KE
Stay out of den. And when you
are 19 and he is 25, try again.
• • •
CONFIDENTIAL TO S. M. F.: If
he I. truly your friend, tell him
candidly that he needs a psychiatrist I
with five coaches. One for each
member of his family.

DEAR ABBY: I once read somewhere that it Is quite proper to say,
"I don't give a data," because a
dam in a min used in India. Is
there any truth in this?
J. S.
DEAR J. Ss A "dam" was Indeed
a former copper coin used in India.
But It has been so many years
since anyone has had a dam to give
that the expression today is more
profane than proper.

tn.)

vo

Awairoit,

asch

milk over mixture, stirring
with fork until dough is moist
enough to hold together.
Divide in half. Form into
two balls. Roll (tie portion on
floured surface to a circle
In. larger than inverted 9-in.
pie pan_ Fit into pan.
Combine crumbled bacon
and remaining ingredients.
Turn Into pie &hell.
Roll remaining dough and
cut Into 3 (if,
Moisten rim of bottom crust;
flute edge and seal strips in
place over top of pie.
Bake at 400*F. for 45 to
60 min.
Serves 6.

Inger Stevens
Makes TV Rolp
Popular

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
Phone 753-4947

Fr CAMPBELL. Ky. I fr dew
would you like an old Army barracks tor your verv own or maybe
a MAIM hail Ur an abandaned Army
theatre'
They're an for sale arnong some
60 surplus World War II building&
which tta Army tepee os caspose of
here
Ban fir the bielderve will be
opened Jane 30 at the Aran Corps
of Itrenzieers Maras office in Mobile Ala.
Monday. Jose Lea
Besides the barrades. mem
The Penny Homemakers Club vin
and theatre there is an aderuneersbon busk:brig • recreation Walden, Meet at the Clty Part at 10 a m
person alio pima to make a
• post exchange and an ininaaary.
Wise a sated to bring a towel
J and mebcloth.
•••
i Daily Vacation BlItie Mad opens
at Coe Prembyterian March at
I am

DEAR ABBY: I am 12 years old
and I live in Lead. South Dakota.
I thank our State is very unfairly
treated. It is never advertised like
New York or California or Texas
I love my *ate and we have just
as many exciting things as other
States. And lead is a nice city, too,
but you never hear anythker about
It, Can you put this in your column
and give us a boost?
LESLIE DOELNBUSH
Lead. S D.
I) t: R LESLIE: The pioneers
fought the buiLins. grasshoppers
and dust to make South Dakota
one of the richest farming States
in the Nation. And there's gold
In them thar hills, tool Furthermore,
your Rushmore Memorial Park is
one of the best known State parks
Iii the country. Your pheasant hunting is second to none. South Dakota
is growing in resources and culture.
su Ask your gmernor if he has
Lead in his plans.

SOlOtAISHIP — This is th•
Presidential Scholar medallion President Johnson presented to 121 high school
graduates-64 bens 57 girls
—In a White House conIrony. Sculptor Jacques Lipchitz created It The reverse
side(1ower) portrays Prometheus strangling the viiititre of darkness and ignorance while holding aloft the
11ht of learning.

BOONE eripp
LAUNDRY - CLEANERS
-The Dry Cleaner That Is

Interested In You"
6th & Poplar - 13th & Main

- Story Ave. - Court Square

GROUP MANS: May

I

or

more

be formed where there are liarbil

employees.

FAMILY or INDIVIDUAL Apply now II you are a Ken- \
tuclaan,64 or under, in good health, and neither husband A.
nor wile
where there ore 70 or more empioyeire
Moil your coupon today . . . help a refofire or blend by \
giving them the
one.
,,,,..

•

works

other

5.

Bill7C1fOSS*

FOR HOSPITAL PROTECTION

11,,ORBIlf

MEDICA -SU

110.
CAL PROTECTION

•

,
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=7SZIMEMEll

ilestion!

4

F 0 R.

SELESESIENE111111111111111
sight. Aiid Winn rig
e is 25, try again.
• • •

Write to ABBY. Box
rgeles, Calif., 90069. Yid'
Ipty. enclose a stamped,
U etivelope.

•

•

2-BEDROOM frome house,
living
zoom, MU3hein. dinette and den, electric heia. storm windows and
done
Puryear. lance 6.500. Phone W. D.
Hacks 347-3931.
J.-17-P

•

rite letters' Send one
BEY. Box 67100, De 0
if. 90089. for Abby s
AV TO WRITE LETALL OCCASIONS."

12' wide from $3,495. Used one. 38'
Travel Master $1,250. Lake trailer
$800. 2 bedroom. 57 model $1.595. 46'
front and rear bedroom $1,960. Used
le' wide, 2 bedroom coming in next
week. Many others to choose from.
Matsheves Mobile Homes, Highway
45 North, Mayfield, phone 247-9066.
111-44c

57 WHITE CHEVROLET, 2-dour
Bel Air hardtop, Oarvutee engine.
Mike Jonas owner. 753-8390. J-17-C

• •

•

S AL

ATTENTION FARMERS. LIME
hauled and spread. Meets Tenn.
specifications, fur ASC program, catcall/II test 96
Contact Guy Mathis,
Benton, Ky. Phone 527-3431.
jlap

.;TIAL TO S. M. F.: If
your friend, tell him
. he needs a psychiatrist 4
iuches. One for each
its family.

•

, leion
coneakenr. BM at
• USU.
Halm Tinier Out, hit 32 J-17-P

TI-LREE

BEDROOM- ham. 12011
sized Lving room, IrJechen and dinette. bath, full basement. Storm
windows and doors, herdwood floors,
TV anterwa. and rotor. Two
airaxiiiitioners, large, fuliy paneled
with lots of ciosets, Mammy
Mullins Located at 1303 Vine, one
block from Garter School. Full
mice
10.750 00
For appointment nil
rank L Ryan, 733-1914 or 7113-4411
.
sta.:tom
two weeks.
J-10-0 i

•

ABERDEEN ANGUS BULL, 18 mon.
old, gentle, registered. 16.16 Is a No
I bull. Phone 436-3457.
j1.5p

REBt7ILT 1964 CHEVY 6 cylinder
motor Rebuilt 1967 Chevy standard tronsminson. Call after 5:00
pm., 7153-31147.
IND

-SPECIAL •
2 Weeks Only

NOTICE

BEAUTIFUL 52'

MIS LS I HE NUMBED Ti) CALL
753-6389 when plumbing is to nosh
of repatr. Elroy Sykes Plumbing
Repair Service, Concord Highway.
ITC

Fhxnette
Mobile Fhxne
ww. low pries
$3,295

wEL.L. pump AND WA elER heater
service, 7 clays per week Call Blroy
Sykes Plumbing and Reps.:- Service,
Concord Highway, phone 753-6590
TPC

Matthews Mobile
Flomes
litzteay 13 North
May!lefft, it• .
Plume 247-9066

-- FOR SALE -

M. A. Buckley

OUS MAMMA
dary Martin hovers
r latest grendehild. '
Halliday Weir, at
Lill Hospital In New
[other is Mrs. Heller
aby Tim is her third
• 8 lb., 3% °La, i

ROSS MACDONALD'S
okra r A/xi 17-/RILIE/e
.1nm Oft m.o. ,••••beelly
.60S.Mb

•••••

••••••._Diptdpo.le.
avows*•an *Alm gram.aa.
memo= ter

MURL-12

, Informants 401

Mak,

•

-VA

CU 9UREAU AGENT
wesemsseemeessese

'
,171-LL

end
Sit eld.

_Ii•it

BUREAU AG

secure information
and Blue Shield,
pitol and surgical
ear. When illness
in advance.
-S

rid children reachItinue membership
rring to their own
Id Pion.

there ore fill

you are a Kim- \
neithier husband
lore empfoyeet.
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HELP WANTED

_
MAN
HANI5LE wasihroorn Dept.
HI-F-1 OORONET, LIKE NEW. Call nay automati
c equipment. No ex763-2508.
j15c perience receured. Inquire Boone
J -17-C
BEAUTIFUL 3 BEDROOM Resi- laundry.
dence on % acre lot near Irvan
Cobb. Modem in every way. Claude
L. Miller, Realtor,
J16c

SPECIAL: REGULAR $10 AND $15
permanents now $8.50 for one Week
only, June 13-20.
Beauty
Shop. Operaters. Peggy Butterworth,
Edith Story. Phone 753-3909.
)15p
V1TENTION HOME SEEKERS!
8' x 3e" TRAILER.0000 Cormution. - lie new Homette Mobile Herne
DIAL-A-MIATIC ZIG-ZAG Sewing
IS Call 753-6613 after 5:00 or on we-sknuwtune in modern style cabinet
sail:Able in 34 floor plans. 10' and ends.
tnc Reposses
sed; saguaro payments of
0.50 month, or pay balance of
$46.18. Free hotne demonstration.
Write 'Cleeda manager-, Bat 33-88,
138 Acres of Land, 5 Room House :Hid
BA1b. Stoc1i Hint.
The lodger and Times.
j17c
All fenced and sowed down,
small tithe grove. 120
acie3 of it open land.
REFRIGERATION, 00111/MMI1Als
and domestic. In Marrs*
Acres of Land all sowed down and fenced.
Ilareent
Call 753-5963 or 753-1356 for comAcres of Cheap Land,
mercial. industrial or cionseritic..amHave Other Farm and City Property
ioe, car air-conditionimp. ameasaii
systems and heating. 24 hour service. Sersing the cumornem of John
706 N. Poplar - Paris, Tenn. - Phone 642-210
4
Ed Johnson 18 years experience.
Authorized Frigidaire service. 106
it p
North Fourth lathet.
July Ile

•

NM

AT THE MOVIES

TERMITE CONTROL bonded and
licensed. Any size home $50. Free
Inspootion and all work guaranteed.
Phone 247-6072 collect. American
Extermitutting Co., Mayfield, Ky.
J-18-C

MURRAY DRIVE IN THEATRE Tonne thru Wed, 1333ACH PARTY
plus THE l3EATLEB COME TO
TOWN, 10 minute short.
CAPITOL THEATRE--Thday thru
Tuns, TOYS IN IRE ATTIC, Dean
Martin.
rtiC

WILL DO PART-ITME HAZY sitLing. Will give reference. Phone
753-5710.
j13e

Van Buren

•

SERVIC!S OFFERED

IN

I

ciTArTrn 24
from his current troubles. I
'I realize that She got pretTRONtAb
didirt want could hardly blame Wm, but
I ty mixed up the other Sunday.
I
to think about the Mac. urged rum back to
them:
God knows I wasn't trying to
ready woman. He was too used
"You gave your daughter • MEE tier
Up. I only asked her
to thinking about mmselt. "I hard time the
other Sunday, some questions Hut she
clnin t
hart no motive to kill Connie," didn't you?"
seem to know the WIterence •:)ebe mid. "I wouldn't hurt a nail'
"I did at first. I admit that tamer what
isappenec
i
and
what
on her head.'
I aaked tier why she lied about she
said to court.'
"You did, though, once or me in court
That was • legiti"That
story
she
told
In
court
twice," I said,
mate question, wasn't It?'
-did she definitely admit ant
He was silent AU I cer.ild see
"I should say so. What was made
It up?"
of him was tus wavy gray hair, bet reaction?"
"She made It up with a lot of
like • dusty wig, and his large
-She went into hysterics and hetp from Alit,'
I can imagine
dishonest eyes trying to be hon- said she wasn't
lying, that she how It went. This is the
way
est:
saw me with the gun and every- It happened
, tail t it ?' Alice
'I hit her a couple of times. thing and heard
me arguing would say. 'You law 'OUT
old
Archer. I admit it. I suffered the with her mother.
Which was man with the gun, dIdn t you,
tortures or the damned after- false, and I told her
so I w:utn t And after • %OMile the kid
bad
ward. You've got to understand. even in Indian
Springs that tier story lald out for her."
I used to get mean wiles I got algal. That
stopped her cold."
"Would
Alice
deliberately try
plastered. That's why Canine
'Then viii"
to trame you?"
Sent me away. I don't blame net.
-I eased her why she lied "She wouldn't
put It that way
I don't blame her for anything about me."
He ticked ins ups to herself She d know
for
I blame myself." He drew in a and said in a
hushed voice. 'I feet I was guilty
All she was
long breath and let it out slow- asked her if
she shot her mother sluing was mailing
sure I got
ly.
Wiesen. maybe by accident., tne punished
for my crime. She
I offered htm • etearette, way Alice kept
that revolver probably fed the kid
her lines
which he refused. 1 lit one for lying around
loose. It was • without knowing she
was ran
myself. The bright trembling terrible question,
but it had to mg evidence. My dear mater-In
•
patch of sunlight was climbing come out. It'd
been on my mind law was always out to
get me
the bulkhead. It would soon be for • long time.'
anyway.
"
evening.
"As Icing ago as your trial?"
"Was she out to get Connie.
"So Bradsliew had a wife."
"Yeah. liefore that."
too?"
McGee said He had had time
"And that's why you wouldn't
"Connie? She doted on Oonto absorb the InfonrnatIon. "And let Stevens
eroaa-exrunine her 7" nie. Alice was more
like her
he told me he intended to marry
"Yeah. I should have let him mother
than her sister. There
Connie."
go ahead. I ended up cross-ques. was
fourteen
-fifteen
years'
dif"Maybe he dirt Intend to. It ttoning her myself
ten year. ference In their ages."
would strengthen the woman's later."
"You said she wanted Connie
"What was the rernat ?"
to herself. tier feeling for Con"You honestly think she did
'More hysterics. She was nie could
have changed It she
it?"
laughing and crying at the found out about
Bradshaw."
"She's • prime truspect Brad- same time. I never
felt so sorry
"Not that much. Anyway,
shaw is another. He must have for anybody. She
was as white who would tell her?"
been a suspect to your daughter as
,
a sheet and the tears popped
"Your daughter might have,
too She enrolled in his college out of her eyes
and ran down If she told you, saWd tall
Alice."
and took a job in his household her face. Her
tears looked so
McGee shook Ms bud."You're
to check on him. Was that your pure.'
really
reaching
."
Idea, McGee?"
"What did she say?"
"I have to. This is a deep
He shook his head.
"She said she didn't do It. case, and I
can't see the bottom
"I don't understand her part naturally."
of it yet Did Alice ever live in
IS all this. She hasn't been much
"Could she have? Did she Boston, do
you know?"
help in explaining it, either."
know how to handle a gun?"
"71 think she always lived here.
"I know," he said. "Dolly's
"A little. I gave her a little
Shea a Native Daughter. I'm
done a lot of !ling, starting training, and an
did Alice. It • native
son, but neendy ever
away back when. But when a doesn't take much
gun-handling gave me a medal
for IL"
little kid lies- you don't put the to pull a trigger, especiall
y by
same construction on it as you accident."
"Even NatIve Daughters have
would an adult."
"You still think it naiad- have been known to go to Boston
Did Alice ever go on the stage,
"You're • forgiving man."
happened that way?"
"Oh no I'm not. I went to her
"I don't know. It's mainly ter- marry a man named Mac.
with anger in my heart that what I wanted
to talk to you ready, or dye her hair red?"
Sunday I saw her picture in the about."
"None of NIkt.
‘
ese things sound
paper, with her husband. What
These words seemed to re- like Mice."
right did she have to a' happy lease him from
an obscure
I thought of her pink fantasmarriage after what she did to bondage. He climbed
down out tic bedroom, and wondered.
me? That's what was on my of the upper hunk
and stood
"They sound more." McGee
mind."
facing me In the narrow aisle.
was saying, and then he stopped.
"Did you tell her what was He had' on a seaman'
s black He wes silent for • watching
on your mind?"
turtleneck, levia, and rubbermoment "I'll take that cigar"Yessir, I did. But my anger soled deck shoes.
ette you offered me."
didn't last She reminded mesa
"You're In a position to go
of her mother In appearance.
and talk to her," he said. "Tra
McGee, oat of prison, has
It was like going back twenty
not. Mr. Eltevens won't. But you to face the question
, "Don't
years to happier times, when can
go and ask her what really you want to stay
oils?", with
we were first married."
happened."
an
Implied
threat. Continue
IC-s mind kept veering away
"She may not know."
the story here on Monday.

BROWN BOMBER

DETROTT eipt - Penner heavYWILL Do PART-TIME BABY Mt- weight boxing champion Joe Louis
Ging night or clay. Call 753-5285, or was fleeced a total
ol 10 time. Mirsee Patsy lax.
J Hic ing his career.

44•Gratuity
44- Lingers
50-11Ie mistakes
61.Orsonle nd
settlement
43-Distribute
fa• College

mews
I abbr.)
IS-Sefe
N.Haclng
color
St - Monster
H.desis

sMe procedure, but must be
actunite. Write Box 32-W,
Murray, Kentucky, giving tackground, experience.
120c

nest

'DOWN

WANDED AT ONCE - Hawleti
denim in S. Clallbway County or
Pavers.. See or wribe W. E. Garnett,
ER 1, Hes 119, Cadiz. or Write
Reateigh, Dept, ICY F 1903 FreePon, M.
1TO

fOR

17.Disease of

4e•titaie deer

Mature, capable person desired
lot permanent position.

METHODIST INFORMATION and
pictures 1790-1964 for history of
Nfethodisni in Western Kentucky:
pieta:Mr, local preacher, school;
looetionof csunp-rneetilic, site: name
and record hooka of abanduned
church; quarterly and cbeinct conference Journal. newspaper clippings: eines roll, yearbook; annuals
and ,uuuvers.ary prugrains.
j1Se
-

11 • Grist
12.Assistent
14-Pronoun
16-Out

33.Dock

poosairty caning DgiviNG,-Four autos and•mid nada
this on a Chicago expressway. One pollees wali.laSelleldi

1.Spin
2- Conjunction
1.Macaw
4-Seeds
I.Haul tone In
speesh
II.E scla m &Don
7- Pronoun
5- Everyone
- Slemish
10- Fraction of a
minute
11 Hindu
guitar

13-1..asaos

MOD1110 %2200
DIALJOUgl

cetten
19-Clerical
cellar
21 • Sly look
H.Fine
stroke on
letter
25.Dawn
27•lib lo
bottoms
SO-Stalk of
grain
a4-.Angry
34.. Dolph InlIke
cetacean
34•[value tea
27.Prop•red ter

oven

cattle
1111. Sailor
(colloq.)
20. Breaks
suddenly
EL Cover
24.1 ndonesian
tribesmen
al-Nativil of
Greece
ES-Compass
peint
29• Puzzle
31 • Sea nymphs
33 One opposed

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

TS- Mending

ACROSS

1-Ceek In
5.Collect

34-Comes beck
35. Flicker
42.Paid notice
43'.
is

BOOKKEEPER
WANTED

WANTED

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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40-Most unusual
41 Long.legged
bird
44- Ceases
41-Rate of
movement
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Don nherwood

ItcHT

TIMM PRIVATE ROOMS POE
Mame boys with kitchen privileges
Located 100 8, 13th, Mune 753-3014
lir

Li 1N I I.%(.(.

_
NEWMfILE
IltrltLW IR A MVO
combeeT m6t1up I cAREFULLY owe°

NEW AIR CONDITIONED Sleeping
rooms. Available now. Call 758-41113
after 5:00 or on weekends.
dna

by Charier M. Srbab

tiCH6 iCelei SAXE.

ONE TWO-BEDROOM Apartment
and one three-bedrocen apartment.
Furnished For single TVA or College men.
ilic
GAMIN= APARTM EN r. unniehed. Mos kr Inna college boys. MM.
. Feed idnaken.200 Woodtmen. 111,
_
A FURNIBHED three-naabi
merit with bath. Adults only.. Cal
753-5293
J-17-0

MO THREE MILLiOn IN GOLD, FCPJAERLY
PROETRTY HA5 REACHED THE RED

cmsmese WASTAL TOON OF PC CHM.

NANCY
my Ernie Bushmiller

11•1111111118aa.

BvCtiTTP.It
AcROSSIOTH'
NIG
AN'
MrTCHIN8 A RIDE,
AI-1 KR4 GIT TO
114 VOKUMS

Al-f ALLUS$O LOOKS
FORWARD TO MAH
ANNOOAL GOOD-WILL
VISIT ID TH'')OKUMS!!

••••
•••••
•1P
••••
•,

FASTER!!

••••••
.1•.•

•••••
•••••
•••••
4.11.

.••••

ABBlE AN' SLATS

by Raebarn Van
WHOEVER THIS CHARACTER.
GODFREY IS, HE SCARED THE
LIVIN' DAYLIGHTS OUT 0'AUNT
ABEUE - AND TNE OTHER.
PEOPLE IN TOWN ovER
TNE AGE 0'FORT/

HE'S DUE TO ARRIVE TODAY.
I ROURED THAT IF WE GET A
CCOO LOOK AT THIS CREEP,
MAYBE WF COULD HELP
AuMT
A FOE

Buren

Of'

s

P.,
.CE SIX
TIlk LLUGER lk iLMLb
—

MUUttA1t. KENTLIALY
-Their hearty
Mae document means that the splendid and performance was so "Tonight Kiss Your Baby Goodhis recital moved my bye."
guara

Japanese
!
Girl Wants
To See Opry

SOW
RUBY TALE—Chief Justice Earl Warren (whit
e hair) Inaves
Dallas County Jail after tallsm
o to Jack Ratio. coral:rained
fO? shooting of Lee lian.ey Oswal
d_ Vs anion ticati 1.1.c coin'mission 1.1%cstiation s'a00
0nition of Piroiltitlit

By JIM EVANS
Flitted Press laternatienal
NASHVILLE. Tenn. 11M, — A Japanese weal fic money is yen. The
istrne word in Amer can slang means
to desire cr seek something. There
is a Japanese girl who yens to see
the "Grand Ole Opry" here She has
the yen imoney'. but lacks a sponsor
In a letter written recentre to the
Nashville Tennessean, Yukiko Mine°
of Ti..kyo told of her -love" for
Airer...7Fr camtry and aestern musk' and her desire to see the Opry
Yitaiko. 24, a graduate student ot
minor at Kunitachi Music College
in Tokyo. LS the daughter of a
Japaneee dental surgeon.
She slid she very much wantrd
to come to Nosily:11e where :h.
GlarY is staged but nerds a "guar- ,
antor"
tirder U.S. Imino:raaiin Service
•
foremrtets
Ai the United States must find someone
the c'ur:ry to sign an affidavit of

711t../ :
•1

4.Groove 58-0039)
ntor swears that he is willing mind
Hank LostronglY•
!and sPile to provide for the
cklin's latest release is titled
visitor's
'I'm so happy if you Inform
"You
shout Never Want To Love Me"
1., in this country.
and "FolJanouosa girl's hearty
tii
wishes lowed Closely By My Teard
was interested with wonderful ' to
nips."
your kind readers," Yukiko
said. (RCA 47-8318)
musk cour.o-y and western
several
She promed to teach tradit
ional
years ago." Yukiko said in her
let- Japanes: flower arrangement
' ter. "and ever since then
and
I kept I said she would cook for the
family.
listen on till today
THE MIGHTY hilIDCHST
"Bit. in J.ipan. country and
westSoundtracks The Everly Broth
ern or folk songs of your
ers
country have
returned to the entertatoment
are not so popular than
jazz or
world with a recording on
clawastsd music Therefore.
the
fans of Warne
rs Bros. label. One side,
country and western could
listen "Don't
to these songs only
Make
Me
Cry," was penned
by record and
by Boudltoux and Felice Bryan
radio.
t, the
compo.
sers
responsible for so many
-But two months before
, the great of the Everlys'
NEW DEPUTY secretary genearlier hats The
artist, Mr Hank Snow
came to other side is titled
eral of the North Atlant
Japan and we could
"The Perris
ic
listen to the Wheel" IWE-5441i
Treaty Om ganizonon s James
...The Vaona. a
real country and wester
n from him local trio of girls,
Roberta (above), Canad
aa
released "Whatand ha group." Yukilito
deputy trade minist
continued. ever Happened To Ow
er. He
Love" and
takes up his post Sept.
1.

SWEETA:
&turas NO-CALORIE
CONCENTRATED SWEETENER

WANT ADS WORK

WALLIS Ditt'Gs

41Ciallify

Rook Your Vac/ion Now

•
11”..

••• moo
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•••
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41,

UZIPOIROM
11•••rob

Iril‘

17VILLI
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trafteit SALE ON
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EARTH!

ENDS JUNE 20,1964

GET SIZZLING VALUES! OVER $2,000
,000 WORTH OF
FACTORY-TO-DEALER APPLIANCES MAKE
IT POSSIBLE!

REFRIGERATORS

NOW
WE ARE OFFERING THE HOTT
EST VALUES IN
TOWN! If you've been thinking abou
t buying an appliance,
DON'T WAIT ANY LONGER! Now we
are offering the greatest
values ever. Carloads of electric
appliances have been set
aside for this one-time-only sale!

Two-door refrigeratorfreezer ... automatic
defresting in refrigerator section ... zerodegree freezer,
... 12
ea. ft. net volume
Only

with bale

$ I ;()95
t.e y

RANGES
Haraliton-Skutcb Corp.
A COOK-OUTS FTN. gays Edwin Kiester Ia "How
and Where to Vacation With Children." Grill shown has removatie lega. Jug and chest
are lightweight and easy to carry.
ly JOAN O'SULLIVAN
IVO MATTER where travel
11 will take you this summer, rows the line to book
your plans.
Start reading up on the
places you'll visit to sharpen
your interest for what's hiptidy ahead and also to make
you something of an expert one who'll be able to pick and
choose the best of the rights
to see.

out. There are alas several seettons detailing sights to see
that are of special Interest to
the younger set.
Sectional Galilee
Also vallable if you're seeing America first is a Mobil
Travel Guide. Soc corn, in one
package, each describing one
section of the country, each
listing hotels, motels, restaurants, things to do and places
to go.
If -riti're going to see_ ottie_
Vealdo• Travel Guide to Europe"
will route you through 18
countries, suggesting interesting stopovers and meals along
the way.

helpful but very amusing'.
One of the most unusual
and rewarding books for
traveler, is "Cities". Author
James Morris covers 74 around
the world. describing each one
In vivid terms that give you
its mood and atmosphere and'
whet your appetite to go every
place and see everything.
Of Specialized Interest
Countless books devote
themselves to one country or
By Car. Wilk Rids
area. Among the offbeat and
Packing the kid' into the
tnterestirry—iss_
car for a cross-country hop'
category
are:
"How And Where To
a"Night Sky At
non With Children" b Edwhich relates author
win Kiester, Jr. is a 14mlump.
ephen
Toulmin's famine
incorrnation-packed pa rback
ilgrimage through Greec
volume that seems fto offer
d Greek
history in search
solutions to all the roblems
the answer
Thrifty Travel Tips
to a questlo
What caused
likely to arise in tr
If money is definitely the the birth of lentific thoug
ht
It has tips on keeping kids obj
ect, invest in "The Poor In ancien •reece 7
from two through teens happy
Man s Guide to Europe'' and
"Mu al Italy Revisited" by
while you're on the road. sug- discov
er the thrifty travel Sic
und Levarie is an abgestions for eating and sleep- tips
used by author David sorbing guide, one that points
ing, for camping and cooking
Dodge, whose book is not only the way to musical monuments and treasures in the
land of Rossini, Verdi and
other greats.
For Travel And Travelers
Compact books that are
good travelers and excellent
ton voyage gifts include several paperbacks.
Anyone heading for New
York and the World's Fair
will relish "The New York
Shopping Guide," by Elisabeth
Squire. It lists shops selling
anything at all from antiques
to women's secondhand
clothes.
-The Temple Fielding's' Selective Shopping Guide to
Europe- tells not only when
to buy but what to buy for
value and bargains in 20 countries.
note Souvenirs
Since snapshots are the
nicest souvenirs of all, 'Planning Your Travel Picturesa delightful gift for the
amateur, for it offers profes•
sional tips on picture-taking
A good gift solo, it's a sure
winner when presented with a
small, compact and easy-totravel-with camera or with
a supply of film.
This particular book may be
porehaeed at • camera rip.
pr shop. All the others mentioned are available or can be
A BOOKLET on Planning Your Travel Pictures makes
'
a
ordered through your local
lute gift for vacationer. So does a compact
little camera:
bookshop.

—

Four highspeed. easy to-clean Calrod• cook
units .. no-drip cook
top ... roomy, wide'
dolt oven
Only

•
•j

Mele11.417y

WIN

7995

with trade

Law, 12-cubic

feet
storage in either
chest type or upright models
Only

'188"
CS-232Y

DISHWASHERS
Rolls anywhere on easyroiling casters. . unique
G E Thoro-Wash system
and waist-high controls
Only

Model
SP 104

$14995

ro so
Til

1

Big 12-pound clothes
pacity
high-speed dry- to
mg system ... variable
time control
. safety
start switch fluff cycle
t it
Only

Mu4

si

Model DA-511IY

Just come in and register before June
20, 1964.
Or write to General Electric Company,
P. O. Box 18813,
Louisville, Kentucky 40218, Atten
tion Advertising
for entry blank.
Departn,
Winners will be determined by a drawi
ng as soon after
June 20 as possible. First prize-196
4 Ford Mustang. Second
prize - G-E Pocket Portable Radio
as local dealer award
Entrants must be 16 years of age or
older. Employees and
members of their immediate famil
ies of Louisville District
Distributorship General Electric Co.,
and their advertising
agencies, or those of G-E Major Aprli
anre Dealers are not
eligible.

SAVE MI

19hI

Portable TV

$10995

Washer

TO 4064 ON

NO EXTRA CHARGE

-Drver - - - 29995

10% Off on Electric
—

$99

Model M -110Y
VHF

95
UHF VHF slightly higher

•

11-1:0NIIITIONERS
FOR RENT or FOR
SALE
Enjoy The Best at
the
Lowest Prices!

WARRANTIES!

IN MIX OR WATCH COLORS

GE Combination (Reg. $469.95)

Big 11" screen .., light
enough to take everywhere ...lifetime circuit
board guarantee ...unitired chassis ... built-in
antenna
Only

ALL NEW AND CARRY NEW

GE Color Television
Appliances

Clothes Dryer - - - - $7995

2995

1

TELEVISION

PLUS-G-E POCKET
PORTARI.E RADIO

FLOOR SAMPLES

1

Model WA 5 3OY

with trade

DRYERS

FREEZERS

CA-2221

big capacity ,.two wash
temperatures ... powerful spray rinse ... spiral
activator ... Safety lid
switch ... porcelain tub
and basket
Only

COME R4 NOW AND REGISTER FOR THIS
GRAND PRIZE

$22800

Model TB-313Y

WASHERS
Completely automatic...

Mobil Maid Meg.
$189.95/

Dish

$14995

(; E 42-Gal, Glass Lined Quick Iteco
‘ers

Water Heater
(1

Fans

Washer

I "."

iu,

$58

It, Chest Tvtie

Freezer

$99888

Is

IT IS BETTER BUYS AT BILBREY'S
IN MURRAY

BURETS

210 Main Street

Vail 753-5612

9
1

